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INTRODUCTION
If you have any items you wish to be included in the E-update please contact us.
Your feedback is also very important - if you wish to make any comments about the E-update please
contact us at nhsg.aberdeencityadp@nhs.net Wherever possible we will incorporate all aspects to
enhance the effectiveness of this E-update.
Should you wish to be removed from our circulation list please contact us as above.
Aberdeen City ADP on
related topics

&

for daily updates and local/national news concerning alcohol & drug

FEATURED SERVICE

Keeping it together

“Keeping it together” was launched in December to offer support at an earlier stage to family members
of people caught up in the Criminal Justice System. Improving outcomes for people involved in the
justice system, their families and wider communities is identified in Aberdeen’s Local Outcomes
Improvement Plan as a priority for CPA’s community justice partners.

The following media release which was issued to launch the project and includes further information:
https://news.aberdeencity.gov.uk/collaborative-project-offers-support-for-families-involved-in-justicesystem/.
As well as launching the project, the event included a showing of a short new film which walks a visitor
through the experience of visiting someone in HMP Grampian. The film aims to increase both the
understanding and awareness of prison visiting for visitors as well as for prisoners and professionals.
The link to the film can be found on the project’s YouTube channel (still being developed) at:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCMg0e8uftvHTcRBUSVocqfg
The project team are keen to expand the YouTube channel to include additional relevant links/material
for family members, loved one, friends, etc, of those involved in the Justice System. If you offer a
service, or have a resource which you would like to be included/linked in, and also if you would like
additional copies of the leaflet/poster detailed below, or any further information about the project,
please contact
pamela.simpson@actionforchildren.org.uk – Manager of the Family Centre and Help Hub at HMP
Grampian
VaVertigans@aberdeencity.gov.uk – Community Justice Officer

Blood Borne Virus Testing
Are you using alcohol and/or drugs or were
previously?
Have you been tested for blood borne viruses?
A specialist nurse provides clinics at ADA, where
you can discuss any concerns you may have and
undergo a blood test. At ADA we provide advice
and support to access treatment.
Wednesday 20th February 2019, 2pm
Wednesday 20th March 2019, 2pm

Contact ADA helpline on: 01224 594700
Email: helpline@alcoholanddrugsaction.org.uk
www.alcoholanddrugsaction.org.uk

LATEST NEWS

Minimum Unit Price – Evaluation of Impact

In May 2018 the price of alcohol was fixed at a minimum of
50p per unit by the Scottish Government. At that time the
ADA Service User Forum conducted a survey to see what
concerns people had regarding this change and would
now like to see how the legislation has actually impacted
on those who feel that they have had an issue with
alcohol.

The ADA Service User Forum is now following up this original survey to assess the impact of Minimum
Unit Price. If you have contact with anyone who would like to contribute to this survey please circulate
the following link to the Survey Monkey questionnaire. https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/3ZB2NJF
Paper Questionnaires will also be available at the Integrated Alcohol Service, Timmermarket and
Fulton Clinics with post boxes available to leave completed forms. If you require paper copies for your
clients or service please contact info@alcoholanddrugsaction.org.uk
Any completed paper copies can be returned direct to ADA reception (Hadden St), or Timmermarket
Clinic (for attention of Jemma Bremner), or scanned/emailed back
to info@alcoholanddrugsaction.org.uk
This is a confidential questionnaire and no feedback provided will be identified.

New drug driving laws and roadside testing to improve road safety
Zero tolerance for people caught driving with illegal drugs in their
system.
Scotland’s stringent road safety laws will be strengthened further by the introduction of drug driving
limits and roadside testing on 21 October this year.
There will be a zero tolerance approach to eight drugs most associated with illegal use, including
cannabis, heroin and cocaine, with limits set at a level where any claims of accidental exposure can be
ruled out.
Meanwhile, a list of other drugs associated with medical use will have limits based on impairment and
risk to road safety.
This will make it easier to hold drug drivers to account as there will no longer be a requirement to
prove that someone was driving in an impaired manner.
Regulations laid in the Scottish Parliament, subject to MSPs’ approval, will permit prosecutions where
different drug types are found to be above specified levels.
Police Scotland, the Scottish Police Authority and the Crown Office and Procurator Fiscal Service have
been making preparations and are on track for implementation in October.
The drugs which will have a zero tolerance limit are benzoylecgonine; cocaine; delta–9–
tetrahydrocannabinol (cannabis and cannabinol); ketamine; lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD);
methylamphetamine; methylenedioxymethaphetamine (MDMA – ecstasy); and 6-monoacetylmorphine
(6-MAM – heroin and diamorphine).
The drugs with medical uses which will have limits based on impairment are clonazepam; diazepam;
flunitrazepam; lorazepam; methadone; morphine; oxazepam; and temazepam.
A separate approach will be taken to amphetamine, balancing its legitimate use for medical purposes
against its abuse.

For more information:
https://www.gov.scot/news/new-drug-driving-laws-and-roadside-testing-to-improve-road-safety/

Bridging That Gap: Delivering Scotland’s new drug and mental health strategies

Date: 14 March 2019
Location: Double Tree by Hilton Hotel Glasgow Central, 30 Cambridge Street, Glasgow
Mental health issues can lead people to develop a substance use problem; living with a substance use
problem can cause or exacerbate a mental health problem. Mental health, therefore, can be a
significant cause and complication to problem substance use and affects people in midst of crisis and
in recovery.
The new drug and alcohol treatment strategy and Scotland’s mental health strategy both commit to
better joint working to improve the mental health of people with substance use problems. There is
huge potential benefit for individuals in this work but the question remains as to how this can be
achieved.
This event will aim to offer a vision of the potential impact of better effective joint work and what can be
achieved, and discuss the next steps in terms of service development.
This conference will be of interest to people working in and managing services in substance use and
mental health sectors and to service commissioners and planners.

Keynote address by –
Professor Carl Hart, Professor of Psychology (In Psychiatry); Columbia University New York
City
Delegate Fee: £135
SDF Members rate: £110 – SDF membership is free – sign up here
http://www.sdf.org.uk/membership/
http://www.sdf.org.uk/event/bridging-that-gap-delivering-scotlands-drug-and-mental-healthstrategies/

Please note any expressions of
interest for this funding should
be discussed with Simon Raynor
in the first instance.

Challenge Fund
Frequently Asked Questions

Simon.rayner@nhs.net
Tel: 01224 557298

1. What does this fund support?
This fund aims to provide space to re-think the system (or parts of the system), test change and
implement new ways of working. Its principle aim is to help break down barriers for people
accessing services for support with their alcohol and/or drug use and to make sure they can
receive the right support at the right time.
The Scottish Government Challenge Fund will be open twice. A total of £1.2million will be
available in 2018/19 (Round 1). A similar investment (tbc) will be available in 2019/20 (Round
2, which is likely to open in October 2019).
2. Who can apply?
This fund provides an opportunity for Integrated Authorities (IAs) and/or Alcohol and Drug
Partnerships (ADPs) and their partners to bid for money to test or implement change.
Applications are welcome from consortia. IAs or ADPs will act as lead organisation and all
applications (whether from individual organisations or IAs/ADPS) must be reviewed and
signed off by IA or ADP chairs. Third sector partners are welcome to apply, either alone or as
part of a consortia. We strongly recommend that consortia form as soon as possible to ensure
a collective commitment and shared understanding of the proposal.
3. How do I apply?
Those interested in applying are advised to contact Rowan Anderson as soon as possible to
note their interest. Applications will be made via an online system, which will open on 6 th
December 2018.
Applications must be completed by noon on Thursday 7th February 2019.
4. What can I apply for?
The fund is designed to support activities and approaches that contribute to making systemic
changes to support people who use alcohol and drugs. This fund is in two categories, “Getting
ready for Change” and “Implementing Change”.
Getting Read for Change
The “Getting Ready for Change” category will enable local areas a small pot of funding which
will support the reflection and review of their current operating systems. For example, this could
mean mapping their systems, identifying blocks in the system, or areas of the system which are
not functioning well for people who use their services. This could mean funding for external
consultancy, or salaries for staffing to undertake mapping, review or system re-design work.
This funding can be used to implement small scale changes, if that is what local areas need.

Applications which are successful in obtaining funding under the ‘getting ready for change’
category will be able to apply for ‘implementing change’ funding in 2019/20. This means
consortia could apply for £35,000 in 2018/19 to analyse need, then for a larger under amount
‘implementing change’ to implement resulting recommendations in 2019/20.
Implementing Change
Support for Change is funding to test ideas that are ready for implementation. To apply under
this category, applicants will be expected to demonstrate significant evidence of work already
undertaken to identify the need for change – for example a recent service review or a clear plan
based in improvement methodology.
‘Implementing Change’ funding can be used to deliver the required changes to systems and
ways of working evidenced by prior service reviews or needs analysis. This could be, for
example – the development or reshaping of a service, restructuring of staffing, workforce
development costs to upskill or re-train staff.
Applicants should note that this funding is one off – and that assessment of their sustainability
and future-proofing plans will be closely scrutinized as part of the application process. If the
changes implemented are successful, the reporting process will include analyse of how these
changes have be mainlined or sustained through core statutory funding.
5. Are there priority areas?
Yes. The Scottish Government have identified five priority areas which the Challenge Fund
focusses on.






Improved clinical pathways
Stepped care (right support at the right time)
Whole family approaches
New approaches to alcohol related harm
New early support that is tailored to changing patterns in young people’s drug and
alcohol use

We are particularly interested in proposals which focus on clinical pathways around alcohol
detox and opiate replacement.
We recognise that there are cross-cutting issues which thread through these priorities, for
example, mental health, employability and homelessness. These will be a secondary focus for
the Challenge Fund, and applicants are encouraged to apply to support change in these areas
too.
6. What can the money be spent on?
We will consider proportionate staffing, equipment, consultancy, running or management costs.
7. How much money can we apply for?
Getting Read for Change: Grants of up to £35,000
We expect to make in the region of 15 grants in 2018/19. This is dependent on grant requests
received.
Implementing Change: Grants of £35,000 to £150,000
The maximum grant will be £150,000. We expect to receive applications to range from £35,000

to £150,000. We are likely to ward around eight applications.
Please note: In Round 2 (2019/20), we expect to receive fewer ‘getting ready for change’
applications and more ‘implementing change’ applications, meaning the pot for ‘implementing
change’ will be larger in 2019/20.
8. When does the funding need to be used by?
You can apply for one or two years of funding. We would expect that all activities will be
delivered within two years of the funding award.
9. Will PDI staff be able to support the development of the proposal?
Yes. Corra Foundation is a relationship grant maker, which means we want to support you
throughout the grant, including offering pre-application advice as you develop your proposal and
support with your application. Rowan Anderson, the PDI Manager will be able to support you
throughout the application process, offering advice and guidance as appropriate.
We request that interested parties get in touch with Rowan to note their interest and schedule
initial meetings to discuss the proposal well before the closing date.
10. How do I apply?
We will only accept online applications. A link to the application form will be provided by the
PDI team when initial meetings to discuss the proposal have been arranged.
11. How will applications be assessed?
Full proposals will be reviewed and analysed by an advisory group, who will recommend which
projects should receive funding. The advisory group will be made up of people with expertise in
relevant fields.
12. When we will receive a decision?
All organisations who apply will be notified of the outcome by early March 2019. Funding
release timescales will be in agreement with successful applicants.
13. If I am unsuccessful will I be given feedback?
Yes, you will receive an email outlining the outcome and feedback. PDI staff will be able to
provide further feedback by telephone if beneficial.
14. Will there be an opportunity to apply for future support through this fund?
This fund will be available again in 2019/2020. Dates for the second round will be announced in
2019.
15. What are the reporting requirements?
Successful applicants will be expected to provide regular updates and annual reports which will
be shared with Scottish Government. A Grants Advisor will also be able to support you with the
reporting process.

16. Who can I speak to if I have more questions, or to note my interest in this fund?
You can call or email Rowan Anderson, Partnership Drugs Initiative (PDI) Manager. Her
contact details are:
0131 444 4025
rowan@corra.scot
Rowan Anderson | PDI Manager
Corra Foundation | Riverside House 502 Gorgie Road, Edinburgh, EH11 3AF

Challenge Fund 2018/19 Timelines
Challenge Fund 2019/20 (Round 1)
Date

Action

th

5 November 2018
5th November 2018 - Early Jan 2019

Launch of Challenge Fund
Open for conversations and advice to potential
applicants
Interested parties are advised to contact Rowan Anderson, PDI Manager, to note their
interest and schedule meetings/discussions about their proposals. A dedicated Grants
Advisor will be available to support the development/review of proposals prior to
application closing date.
6th December 2018
Application forms and detail available
Online Application and Guidance Notes will be available.

7th February 2019

Closing date for applications

Week commencing 4th March 2019

Decision Panel

Week commencing 18th March 2019

Announcement of successful applicants

April/May 2019

Post-Grant Support

Corra Foundation is committed to being the best Grant Maker we can be. As part of this,
we offer a range of post-grant support to successful applicants, including support with
reporting and training opportunities. As a condition of grant, we anticipate successful
applicants will agree to continuing involvement with Corra Foundation throughout the life of
the grant.
About Corra Foundation
Corra Foundation exists to make a difference to people and communities, by encouraging positive
change, opportunities, fairness and growth of aspirations, which improve quality of life.
Our vision is for a society in which people create positive change and enjoy fulfilling lives.
Corra Foundation has over 30 years’ experience as one of Scotland’s leading grant-makers,
distributing more than £132m through over 14,500 grants to charities.
We work closely with other charities and funders, communities and policy makers towards our four key
aims:
• Be the best grant-maker we can be – Grant making is at the heart of what we do and we want to
do it as well as possible with an open and accessible approach.
• Get alongside communities – We are working differently, including with communities we don’t
historically reach and others with a big appetite for change.
• Share expertise – We will use our 30+ years experience in grant making to support others.
• Partnership – We want to make a bigger difference to people by working together with others.
You can find out more by visiting www.corra.scot, or by getting in touch at hello@corra.scot or on 0131
444 4020. You can also find us on Twitter @corrascot.
Corra Foundation was previously called Lloyds TSB Foundation for Scotland.

Dry January challenges individuals to go alcohol free for 31 days and aims to raise awareness of the
effects of alcohol.
It’s a good opportunity to reset your relationship with alcohol by having the whole month alcohol free.
There are many benefits to an alcohol free month including more energy, improved sleep, generally
feeling healthier, improved concentration as well as saving money. Alcohol is full of calories so you
might even lose some weight too.
Discover for yourself that you don’t need alcohol to relax. Why not take up a new hobby or re kindle an
old one. If you still want to go out, or enjoy something special to drink staying in, opt for an alcohol free
alternative or try one of these mocktails... www.bit.ly/2Hb1fex
If you’re concerned about your drinking or that of a family member contact
www.alcoholanddrugsaction.org.uk
To find out more about moderating your drinking visit www.nhsgrampian.org.uk/alcohol ;
www.soberingthought.co.uk or follow club soda the mindful drinking movement at
www.joinclubsoda.co.uk/
Visit Dry January at www.dryjanuary.org.uk
and download their app to follow your progress throughout the month.

You can take a Dry month anytime of the year it doesn’t have to be in
January check out our latest Mocktail leaflet for some inspiration.

Copies can be downloaded from: www.nhsghpcat.org browse under ‘Alcohol’

EVENTS

SHAAP/SARN 'Alcohol Occasionals' 2018-2019
- Alcohol and Recovery: Booking now open
Scottish Health Action on Alcohol Problems (SHAAP) and
the Scottish Alcohol Research Network (SARN) are
pleased to organise the lunchtime 'Alcohol Occasional'
seminars. These showcase innovative research on alcohol
use and provide the chance for researchers, practitioners
and policy makers and members of the public to hear and
discuss alcohol related topics, over lunch in the historic
Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh at 9 Queen
Street, Edinburgh.
The theme of this session is 'Alcohol and Recovery' and we are pleased to announce the following
topics and speakers (all dates are Thursdays):

https://events.rcpe.ac.uk/alcohol-occasionals-5

To register for “Before rock bottom?”
visit
https://events.rcpe.ac.uk/alcoholoccasionals-5

7th March 2019 - Redefining Recovery- Soberistas: a social network encouraging a secure
alcohol-free identity, Dr Julia Sinclair, Professor of Addiction Psychiatry, Southampton University
25th April 2019 - Research investigating food environments within a recovery setting, Deanne
Carlson and Chloe Berry, University of Plymouth
23rd May 2019 - “You could just show a little more compassion”: A meta-ethnography of what
constitutes effective problem alcohol and drug treatment from the perspective of people who
are homeless, Dr Hannah Carver & Dr Tessa Parkes, University of Stirling
These FREE events start at 12.30 - 14:00 and you must register to attend. Click on the event title to
register.

The scale of health inequalities and what we can do about
them
Hosted by NHS Health Scotland
Date: Thursday 21 February
Time: 11.15am – 12.15pm
Room: Alsh Suite 2

As the new public health landscape develops, we know it does so against a backdrop of lowering life
expectancy and the existence of health inequalities. As a third sector organisation, you are in a
unique position to help change this through your advocacy, campaigning and policy work.
We have some tools that can help you do this. The Scottish Burden of Disease Study could help you
understand and convey the scale of the problem of ill health and health inequalities in Scotland . The
study shows what we are living with and dying from in Scotland. It also shows how this differs
between our poorest and wealthiest areas. The Informing Interventions to reduce health Inequalities
Tool can help you see what to do about health and health inequalities. The Tool can help decision
makers compare the impact of various policies and interventions on health and health inequalities.
Come to this session to learn more about these tools, how to use them and a bit about what they can
tell us about health and health inequalities.
https://scvo.org.uk/the-gathering-2019/event-programme/the-scale-of-health-inequalities-and-whatwe-can-do-about-them/

TRAINING

Scottish Drugs Forum offer a range of training courses that are core funded for Alcohol and Drug
Partnerships. Search under Aberdeen to view the range of training that has been offered this year.
Although there are no places available on the current programme please add your name to the waiting
list for courses that are of interest to you and you will be notified when the sessions are available
again. To view available courses in your area please visit the SDF Workforce Development
Programme website

There are also a range of e-learning courses available on the SDF website. Please visit to review the
courses offered. https://www.sdfworkforcedevelopment.org.uk/ems/live/ Select the Training and ELearning Courses Tab.

E-learning Courses
Bacterial Infections and Drug Use - Events: 1
New Drugs, New Trends? A Workers Toolkit for NPS. - Events: 1
Overdose Prevention, Intervention and Naloxone - Events: 1
Recovery Outcomes Tool - Pilot - Events: 1

For full details of available training please visit:
https://www.hi-netgrampian.org/people-networks/public-health-directorate/public-healthtraining/sexual-health/

George Charlton is making his way back up to Glasgow 19th
and 20th February 2019 to deliver his informative and lively
CRAFT training.
The two-day course is £300 per person at Edward House, 199 Sauchiehall Street, Glasgow, G2 3EX
(our office).
CRAFT will help family members to:





Communicate positively with their loved one
Reduce their feelings of stress
Improve feelings of self-worth
Encourage their loved one to enter treatment
George is one of the leading voices across the UK who promotes and trains individuals, practitioners
and companies in the CRAFT and he takes great pride in being one of only two accredited trainers and
supervisors delivering UK-wide CRAFT practitioner training and supervision.
Full training agenda and more on George Charlton can be read here
https://www.sfad.org.uk/content/uploads/2019/01/Craft-Training-1920022019.pdf

Do you want to know more about the IMPACT of smoking on
mental health (including its medications)?
We have a FREE training opportunity just for you!
This training will provide you with valuable knowledge about the effects
of smoking on mental health, and help you have informed discussions
about this issue with the people you help to support.

One hour of self-directed e-learning to be completed prior to attending
the two-hour face-to-face session. Further details available from the
contact below and to register a place on this training.

Date:

Thursday 7th February 2019, 9.30am-11.30am

Venue:

Lewis Room, Recovery Resource Centre,
Royal Cornhill Hospital

Contact:

Carol Deans cdeans@nhs.net (01224) 557939

VACANCIES

RESOURCES & PUBLICATIONS

Alcohol Change UK is a leading
UK alcohol charity, formed from
the merger of Alcohol Concern
and Alcohol Research UK in
December 2018 to coincide with
Alcohol Awareness Week.

esearch UK.
They have produced a range of Fact Sheets which can be found at
www.alcoholchange.org.uk/alcohol-facts/fact-sheets
We have featured a few of the Fact Sheets below:

The Fact Sheets are also available as downloads from NHS Grampians Health Information Resources
website www.nhsghpcat.org browse under ‘Alcohol’.

http://www.healthscotland.scot/media/1807/minimum-unit-pricing-mup-evaluation-summary.pdf
http://www.healthscotland.scot/media/1816/minimum-unit-pricing-mup-evaluation-graphic.pdf

Report finds global harm reduction response stalls as overdose, HIV
and hepatitis C prevalence surge

The number of countries providing harm reduction interventions to prevent drug-related death, HIV and
hepatitis C has stalled since 2016, according to a new report from Harm Reduction International (HRI).
Of the estimated 15.6 million people who inject drugs worldwide, over half live with hepatitis C, and
nearly 1 in 5 live with HIV.
The report, The Global State of Harm Reduction 2018, provides comprehensive analysis on harm
reduction policy and practice around the world. It reveals that just 86 countries provide needle and
syringe programmes (NSP), despite injecting drug use being present in 179 countries. This marks a
fall from 90 countries in 2016, with NSPs cut in Bulgaria, Laos and the Philippines.
https://www.hri.global/files/2018/12/11/global-state-harm-reduction-2018.pdf

This strategy sets out the vision for a Scotland where everyone has the opportunity to develop
meaningful relationships, regardless of age, status, circumstance, or identity.
https://www.gov.scot/publications/connected-scotland-tackling-social-isolation-loneliness-buildingstronger-communities/

A report on International Policies and Practices

The Focus on Youth Football and
Alcohol (FYFA) project has
published a report that presents
findings from Work Package 4, a
review of international policies and
practices related to young people,
alcohol, marketing and sport at an
international level, including
evidence gathering about effective
practice in reducing harms.
The primary objective of the
review was to identify existing
policies and practices at an
international level, which aim to
prevent alcohol related harm,
promote a reduction in underage
drinking, and reduce heavy episodic
drinking across sports institutions.

This study has shown that this is an under-researched area and the analysis of policies, procedures
and interviews with International Bodies provide unique insights.
Of the thirty-six sports federations reviewed, only Aquatics and the Luge have taken the step
of prohibiting alcohol advertising. The regulation of alcohol marketing and sponsorship within
football is frankly reliant on industry self-regulation, as even countries where they have taken the
legislative step of banning alcohol marketing, such as in France, these regulations have been
circumvented by the alcohol industry.
Essentially, it is recognised and known that sport has the potential to promote healthy lifestyles,
particularly if, as a small number of interviewees commented, ‘clean sports’ are what is hoped for in
the future. The evidence points towards the need for critical reflection in this area and ultimately
a different approach. In support of the World Health Organization in their recent publication ‘What
Ministries of Youth and Sport Need to Know’, support is given here to the assertion that ‘Marketing and
sponsorship of health-harming products has no place in sport.’
https://gallery.mailchimp.com/b026ae302184e464b095532e6/files/099c3c5e-3e30-4653-a43147eb810b83e7/WP_4_FINAL_061218.pdf

Read the full briefing at: http://www.shaap.org.uk/images/shaap-research-and-policy-briefing15-web.pdf

The Aberdeen City Alcohol & Drugs Partnership (ADP) is a multi-agency partnership which was formed
in 2009 following the publication of the Scottish Government / COSLA document, 'A Framework For
Local Partnerships On Alcohol And Drugs'.

